
Example:Computational
Goomotry

ClosestPair (in the plano.
Given a points in the
plane1R?
as X (1.n] + Y[1..n].

ith point located at

(X (i], Y[i]).
Goal:Find pair with
smallest Euclidean distance.

focus on returning /
distanc
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Obvious solution:Chock all
Gln?) pairs.

Idoa:Splitpoints bymodian
x-coordinate recurso?

Rocunso on each sidot chock
pairs spanning the middle



T(n) =2 T (P/z) +G(n2) =G (n)
⑫ 42

X

⑭ in
:

Two facts:diamin 3l,r3
So solution is Id.

(p,g): closest pair



If (p,g) spans middleline...

1) ptqaro
· :distanceed p

from middle;
ling

:8
2)

o has
pou2d

y-cor withind of p's.
=> of lives ina dxId

boxverticallycontored on

P with a side on middle
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There are four choices for

g!
No more than 6.

Prost #
is = 0.

Divide dxzb

box intoy(m) +(m)squares.
Each ofdiamotor

(l.vz=
choices for of are distance ed

apart, so I por square, Δ
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T(n) =2 T(Y(z) +0(n)
=

G(n)ogn)



Fibonace:Numbers

O if n
=0

=Fn G,in =1

FnFne otherwise (0.m.)

T(n) =T(n - 1) +T(n -2) +1
=

2Fn+1
- 1

=81( )")



Those are in loaves of value

F,.
Momoization:

Koop a tabloarrayof
known values. COCuD



solves subproblems in order

from 0 to n....

So lots make itexplicit

O(n) loporations)

Dynamic Programming:
solving vocursive subproblems

in order using a table to

store answers.



Momory?
Onlywood to comfor

lasttwo values, so OCD possible.



Rod Cutting:
Given an integer at an

arrayPCI..n] of numbers.

We're handed a rod of

longth n. Can cutit

into small or pieces lot int

longth)
We can sell a piece of

longth i for Pli] USD.
Wantto maximize such

of pioco prices.



In other words, want a
list (i,, ie, ,i, -of
longths sit. I i. =n

j=16

3.5*PLii] is maximized.
Ex =.PC1..n] =(1,5,8,97.

Bostoption is (2,27
for 55 =10 USD.

If Iknow the firstlongth
i,I wantto find



60s7 solution for

remaining n.l..
"optimal substructure

property"

Backtracking:Gross part
of solution, using recursive
calls to learn consequences
of each choice.

+ RodCutting (P,i - 1)
z



As a recurrence...

MaxPoronuoli): max amount
from toting a nod of longhi.

chopping

MaxRovonuo (i) O ifi=0

max(P(;]+11j2i MaxRoronar
i-j]
C.W

next time:momoize it!


